The ability of synchrotrons to accelerate particles with different e/mo values is dependent upon being able to control its accelerating-voltage frequency as a function of the actual guide field value. Interpolation between modification values can be performed to reduce the possibility of exciting phase oscillation. Differences between the desired frequency and the actual frequency produced (due to non-linearities in the system) are also removed with the digital processor increasing the precision of the system up to two orders of magnitude. Successful operation with six different particles has been demonstrated.
Introduction
The increasing interest in the use of high energy light/heavy ions for biomedical research has produced new demands for advancement in accelerator technology, this in turn causes a need for more complicated control systems. Fig. 2 ).
Results
Initial operation with the hetrodyning voltage control oscillator works successfully only if the phase feedback is used. The inherent frequency modulation was sufficient to excite phase oscillation, causing a continuous loss of beam after the first 100 ms of acceleration. The integrating voltage control oscillator would only accelerate the beam for the first few 100 ms before the beam was lost due to radial error.
The use of radial feedback and phase feedback, provided successful acceleration. Phase feedback is needed when using radial feedback, because the 1 ms update of the radial system tends to excite phase oscillation, especially if the value of the radial correction gets large. The It has the advantage that the incremental correction in frequency take place at every gauss increment instead of every 10 gauss, and non-linearities for the complete system are removed (see Fig. 3 ).
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